
 
 

“An appeaser is one who 
 feeds a crocodile –  

hoping it will eat him last." 
~ Winston Churchill ~ 

 
WHO WE ARE 
 
We are patriotic citizens who love our 
country and our Canadian way of life.  
We are concerned citizens who have 
dedicated ourselves to speaking out 
about the clear and present dangers 
emerging from those who do not 
embrace Canada’s values along with the 
threat of homegrown terrorism.   We 
wish to rouse our fellow Canadians to 
action, bringing pressure to bear on our 
government to do more to protect and 
preserve our long-held Canadian values, 
our hard-won freedoms and a legal 
system that maintains one law and one 
law only for all citizens. 

 
“If the freedom of speech is taken 

away, then dumb and silent we may be 
led, like sheep to the slaughter” 

(George Washington) 
 
OUR MISSION 
 
It is the mission of ACT! For Canada, 
through informed and organized 
grassroots civic action, to promote and 
secure public policies that protect 

Canada’s national security and defend 

Canadian democratic values.  We 
inform our members through weekly 
Newsletters, meetings, conferences 
and providing lectures with highly 
renowned speakers from around the 
world such as Elisabeth Sabaditsch-
Wolff, Philippe Karsanty, Salim Mansur, 
Raheel Raza, Stephen Coughlin, Bruce 
Bawer, Raheel Raza, David Harris, Gavin 
Boby, Clare Lopez, Deborah Weiss, Paul 
Weston, Jamie Glazov, Trevor Louden, 
Robert Spencer and Dr. Jordan 
Peterson. We are dedicated to this 
mission. 
 
 OUR GOALS 
 
(1) To increase our membership as we 
believe that there is strength in 
numbers, which makes us more 
powerful as activists. 
   
(2) To educate our citizens about the 
threats to our way of life. 
  
(3) To raise awareness of the dangers of 
complacency.  
 
(4) To expand our network and reach 
younger generations through the use of 
social media.   
 
  
WHY WE ARE DOING IT? 
 
We wish to defend our Country by 
speaking out in defense of our 
democratic values, our security and our 
liberty against the rise of Islamism.  
 
It is important to understand and 

maintain the distinction between Islam 
as a personal faith of a large part of 

humankind and Islamism as a 
political ideology that presents itself 
as a religion to confuse and 
intimidate Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike.  A failure to understand this 
and maintain the distinction is the 
strategic reason since 9/11 why the 
West is failing to confront this threat 
globally.  If we are not strategically 
focused in defining and defeating the 
enemies of freedom, then this ideology 
will succeed in the West by fatally 
undermining liberal democracy. 
  
Some of the most vocal advocates 
sounding the alarm against the rising 
tide of Islamism are liberal Muslims.  We 
honour them for their courage and vow 
to stand alongside them in defense of 
freedom and democracy, at home and 
around the world. 

 
“No force can block the human desire 
for freedom. Freedom of expression is 

the basis of human rights, the source of 
humanity and the mother of truth. 
  To block freedom of speech is to 

trample on human rights, to strangle 
humanity and to suppress the truth.” 

 
 Liu Xiaobo 

Chinese dissident and  
 Nobel Peace Prize winner 

 
  

DON’T JUST LOVE CANADA 
ACT! FOR CANADA 

 
www.actforcanada.ca 
info@actforcanada.ca 

https://www.facebook.com/ 
act4canada 
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